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THE
 BUNDLES



\\ Refer to the game documentation 
   for more details on the utility 
   of these three NFTs.

>>>>>>>>

>>>>>>>>
7060 UNITS
STANDARD

>>>>>>>>
3000 UNITS
RARE

>>>>>>>>
500 UNITS
EPIC

10560 BUNDLES

CRYPTORUNNER rootpass 

EACH BUNDLE HAS 3 ROOTPASESS

 > Burn it to claim your 
   Cryptorunner (PFP) 
   approximately 
   two weeks after mint.

CONSOLE ITEM rootpass 

 > Burn it to claim your 
   Console Item NFT
   previous to its 
   implementation in 
   the game.

LAND ITEM rootpass 

 > Burn it to claim your 
   Land NFT 
   previous to its 
   implementation 
   in the game.

Tier determines the minimum 
guaranteed rarity of the Console 
& Land NFTs, with a 2% chance of 
getting one of the next tier.

TIER

RARITY

TECH SPECS

The rarity of the claimed 
Cryptorunner will be randomized 
for all the tiers.

rootPasses
All rootPasses are ERC-1155 
tokens.

FINAL NFTs
All final NFTs will be ERC-721 
tokens.



\\ We defined different prices for each NFT separately, 
   calculating the potential value of their intrinsic 
   utility (the stats), their scarcity (supply) and the 
   quality of the artwork.

\\ We bundled them and applied a discount in each tier, 
   coming up with the following pricing structure.

PRICING STRUCTURE

STANDARD

RARE

EPIC

RARITY SUPPLY SAVINGS

7060
NON-BUNDLED PRICE

0.4 ETH

1.35 ETH

2.6 ETH

47%

55%

54%

3000

500

SALE PRICE

0.2112 ETH

0.6 ETH

1.2 ETH



root Pass 
      CLAIMING

>> When claiming a Land or Console rootPass 
   you ALWAYS have a 2% chance of getting an
   NFT of the next rarity tier.



BRIEF GAME EXPLANATION
\\ Game will consist of making “Runs”, 
   hack attempts against a Corporate Server.

\\ These scenarios will be played as 
   a choose-your-own-story in which 
   you will have to make decisions 
   managing your resources and risk/reward 
   to reach the end.



\\ CLOCK: 
   > Energy-like stat for the game. 
     It is tied to the Cryptorunner and
     it represents time and is what limits 
     how many runs you can do each day. 
     It replenishes completely overtime 
     each 24hr period, unless affected 
     by buffs or debuffs.

\\ $DATA ( ): 
   > Main token for the Game. 
     A tradable ERC-20 token.

\\ $DATA Miners: 
   > An installable item for your Land 
     that yields passive $DATA.

TERMS TO KNOW
\\ PROGRAMS: 
   > Equipable NFTs for the console. 
     They will help you get out of 
     sticky situations giving you 
     more options during the Run, 
     shaping your playstyle.

\\ HARDWARE: 
   > Equipable NFTs for the console. 
     These will grant general bonuses, 
     for example to Clockspeed, 
     or to your success rate when performig 
     specific actions during a Run.

\\ Advanced Runs: 
   > Special runs that will affect the 
     narrative more directly and will have 
     higher stakes



 THE
CONSOLES



\\ (The % increase is in comparison to the Standard tier)

CONSOLE STATS BREAKDOWN

STANDARD

RARE

EPIC

RARITY CL0CK 
BONUS

10%

MODS RAMMODS 
% INCREASE

RAM 
% INCREASE

OVERCLOCK LIMIT 
% INCREASE

OVERCLOCK 
LIMIT 

20%

30%

2

4

6

CL0CK 
% INCREASE

0%

100%

200%

10%

15%

20%

0%

50%

100%

0%

100%

200%

2

4

6

0%

100%

200%



CONSOLE 
 OFFERING 
    DETAILS



 >>> Standard Consoles represent around 70% 
     of the total supply. 
     Designed as an introduction to Console 
     gameplay with baseline stats.

\\ STANDARD CONSOLE FEATURES:
   > Clock bonus: Small boost to CLOCK. (10%)
   > MODS: Slots available to install Hardware. (2)
   > RAM: Slots available to install Programs. (2)
   > Overclock Limit (10%): Pay $DATA to increase 
     your chances of success, 
     up to the % of Overclock Limit.
   > Upgradeable: Pay $DATA and complete a quest 
     to receive +1 MODS or RAM.

STANDARD CONSOLE:



 >>> Rare Consoles represent around 30% 
     of the total supply and are improved 
     versions of the Standard Console 
     in every way.

\\ RARE CONSOLE FEATURES:
   > Clock bonus: Medium boost to CLOCK. (20%)
   > MODS: Slots available to install Hardware. (4)
   > RAM: Slots available to install Programs. (4)
   > Overclock Limit (15%): Pay $DATA to increase 
     your chances of success, up to the % 
     of Overclock Limit.
   > Upgradeable: Pay $DATA and complete a quest 
     to receive +1 MODS or RAM.

RARE CONSOLE:



 >>> Epic Consoles represent around 5% of the total 
     supply and are the top of the line in regard 
     to stats and have a unique upgrade bonus.

\\ EPIC CONSOLE FEATURES:
   > Clock bonus: Large boost to CLOCK. (30%)
   > MODS: Slots available to install Hardware. (6)
   > RAM: Slots available to install Programs. (6)
   > Overclock Limit (20%): Pay $DATA to increase 
     your chances of success, up to the % 
     of Overclock Limit.
   > Upgradeable: Pay $DATA and complete a quest to 
     increase your chance of discovering 
     a Secret Agenda.

EPIC CONSOLE:



// 2% of obtaining when redeeming Epic Land rootPass.

  >>> Legendary Consoles are unique 1/1 Consoles 
      that offer specific gameplay bonuses. 
      They represent consoles important to the narrative, 
      such as unique prototypes or the consoles 
      of Legendary Cryptorunners long gone.
      
 >>> They represent around 0.1% of the total supply 
      and have thematically tailored effects.

\\ LEGENDARY CONSOLE FEATURES:
   > Same functionality and stats as Epic Console 
     as a base.
   > 1/1 Art for each unit.
   > Thematically tailored traits, i.e: 
     bonuses vs specific corporations; 
     bonuses to resources yield.
   > Important assets in some narrative events.

LEGENDARY CONSOLE:



 THE
LANDS



\\ (The % increase is in comparison to the Standard tier)

LAND STATS BREAKDOWN

STANDARD

RARE

EPIC

RARITY SPACE
(TILES)

100

MAX CL0CK 
BONUS RENTMAX $DATA 

MINERS
MAX $DATA MINERS 

% INCREASE
ADVANCED
RUNS 

200

500

30%

70%

100%

SPACE 
% INCREASE

MAX CL0CK 
BONUS % INCREASE

0%

100%

200%

NO

YES

YES

NO

MOST

YES

0%

133%

233%

1

4

6

0%

300%

500%



LAND 
 OFFERING 
    DETAILS



 >>> Standard Lands represent around 70% 
     of the total supply. Designed as an introduction 
     to Land gameplay with baseline stats.

\\ STANDARD LAND FEATURES:
   > Space: 100 tiles for placing items.
   > Max CLOCK increase (30%): Maximum bonus you can 
     obtain to Clock with this land.
   > Low power-capacity: High-power items cannot be used.
   > Max $DATA miners: Amount of $DATA miner items you 
     can equip to generate passive $DATA income. (1)
   > Rent: It is NOT possible to rent this land for 
     passive $DATA income.
   > Advanced runs: This land cannot be used for 
     Advanced Runs.

STANDARD LAND:



 >>> Rare Lands represent around 30% of the 
     total supply and introduce new mechanics.

\\ STANDARD LAND FEATURES:
   > Space: 200 tiles for placing items.
   > Max CLOCK increase (70%): Maximum bonus you can 
     obtain to Clock with this land.
   > High power-capacity: High-power items CAN be used.
   > Max $DATA miners: Amount of $DATA miner items you 
     can equip to generate passive $DATA income. (4)
   > Rent: You can rent your Land to other runners 
     for passive $DATA income.
   > Advanced runs: This land can be used to access 
     most advanced runs when equipped with the 
     necessary items.

RARE LAND:



 >>> Epic Lands represent around 5% of the total 
     supply and boosts their capabilities 
     to higher levels.

\\ EPIC LAND FEATURES:
   > Space: 500 tiles for placing items.
   > Max CLOCK increase (100%): Maximum bonus you can 
     obtain to Clock with this land.
   > Ultimate power-capacity: All items CAN be used.
   > Max $DATA miners: Amount of $DATA miner items you 
     can equip to generate passive $DATA income. (6)
   > Rent: You can rent your Land to other runners 
     for passive $DATA income.
   > Advanced runs: This land can be used to access 
     all advanced runs when equipped with 
     the necessary items.

EPIC LAND:



 >>> Legendary Land are unique 1/1 Lands 
     that represent important landmarks in 
     the narrative and offer specific gameplay 
     bonuses.

 >>> They represent less than 0.1% of the total 
     supply and have special thematically 
     tailored effects.

\\ STANDARD LAND FEATURES:
   > Same stats as EPIC LAND.
   > 1/1 Art for each unit.
   > Thematically tailored traits, 
     i.e: bonuses vs specific corporations; 
     bonuses to resources yield.
   > Important assets in some narrative events.

LEGENDARY LAND:
// 2% of obtaining when redeeming Epic Land rootPass.



Jack-in to The Grid and visit us at https://www.2112.run/


